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Message from the Organizers: Introducing our PreRegistration-based Publication Process
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the 1st International Workshop on Fuzzing
(FUZZING 2022), co-located with NDSS in San Diego, CA, USA on 24 April 2022. This
workshop is the first of its kind, presenting the drafts of registered reports that were
accepted as part of the first stage in a two-stage publication process.
FUZZING 2022 introduces to our community a novel preregistration-based publication
process that consists of two main stages; In the first stage, the program committee (PC)
evaluates all submissions based on: (i) the significance and novelty of the hypotheses or
techniques and (ii) the soundness and reproducibility of the methodology specified to
validate the claims or hypotheses—but explicitly not based on the strength of the
(preliminary) results. These draft registered reports are presented and improved at the
FUZZING 2022 workshop in San Diego. After the workshop, the final versions of the
registered reports are re-checked and approved by the PC. In the second stage, the PC and
the Artifact Evaluation Committee (AEC), chaired by Yannic Noller, check whether the
experimental methodology as laid out by the authors was correctly followed. We are excited
to announce that the outcome of this stage will be published in the ACM Transactions on
Software Engineering and Methodology (TOSEM) via the Preregistration track, subject to
approval by the TOSEM Board.
By shifting the focus away from the results and back to the innovations, key claims, and the
evaluation methodology, we can minimize the temptation to overclaim. Also, it will provide
early feedback before time is spent following a possibly unsound evaluation methodology,
which would lead to rejection only when all the work is already done, or the request for more
experiments when all the work has concluded. This way, we hope the reviewer’s focus
shifts from gatekeeping to providing productive feedback, aiming to ensure the best study
design possible.
The main objectives of our new publication process are:
•

•

•

Fairness. By asking reviewers to evaluate the study design rather than the final
article, we can prevent some types of subconscious bias, such as publication bias
(where authors are inclined to publish only positive results selectively), confirmation
bias (where reviewers might give more credence to results that support their own
views), and impact bias (where reviewers might give novel results more
consideration).
Reproducibility. By requesting prospective authors to specify a precise experiment
protocol and consulting an AEC, reproducibility becomes a first-class citizen of the
reviewing process. We request authors to provide the final artifact to ensure that
other researchers can build on these results. Current authors would receive early
feedback on the soundness and reproducibility of the proposed evaluation
methodology, while future authors would have clear instructions on reproducing the
results.
Support. In this first-of-its-kind joint venture between academia and industry, we are
pledging our support with the required infrastructure and resources, if needed. This
is provided by Google’s fuzzer benchmarking platform and service, FuzzBench. Our
aims are to reduce the barrier to entry, to facilitate a sound experimental evaluation,
to maximize reproducibility, and to facilitate innovations towards a more secure
open-source software ecosystem.

The purpose of the FUZZING 2022 workshop is two-fold. On the one hand, authors can get
early feedback on their proposed research. On the other hand, reviewers can discuss
community expectations, e.g., for a sound empirical evaluation. As part of the workshop, we
organize a fishbowl where the participants can discuss their experience with Stage 1 of the
publication process and provide feedback and suggestions for improvement.
The FUZZING 2022 Program Committee selected seven drafts of registered reports for the
technical program of the workshop from a pool of nine submissions. Each submission
received at least three reviews, and after discussion among reviewers, one additional metareview. For each submission, the reviewers jointly decided to give one of four scores: A
submission could be accepted without revision, with minor revision, and with major
revisions, or it could be rejected. All accepted drafts have been published in the NDSS
companion proceedings. After the FUZZING workshop, the authors will submit the revised
versions of the registered reports to the ACM TOSEM Preregistration track to confirm the
requested revision. For continuity, we are planning to invite the same reviewers for
confirmation. Once the registered report is in-principle accepted, the experimentation period
has officially commenced. When the experiments are finalized, authors of confirmed reports
will be able to submit the full technical paper with all results for journal publication. If the PC
and AEC confirm that the agreed-upon experimental protocol has been followed, any
deviations from the protocol have been explained, and the results have been properly
interpreted, the full paper is accepted for journal publication.
The workshop will also feature two exciting keynotes from well-known members of the
community: one from Andreas Zeller (CISPA Helmholtz Center for Information Security) on
“Fuzzing: A Tale of Two Cultures” and the other from Abhishek Aarya (Google) on “The
Evolution of Fuzzing in Finding the Unknowns”.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank the program committee, the artifact
evaluation committee, our keynote speakers, the NDSS workshop chairs, as well as all of
the authors who submitted papers. We also thank ACM TOSEM Editor in Chief Mauro
Pezze for his openness towards our initiative and the productive discussions in support of
our endeavour. Without everyone’s generous support, our journey would not be possible.
We hope to see interactive sessions between researchers and practitioners and hope to
provide a stimulating forum for exchanging and developing new ideas in fuzzing. We wish
all of you an enjoyable workshop.
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